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For anyone who's dreamed of immortality comes a twice-in-a-lifetime love story by Marc Levy, the phenomenal, internationally
bestselling French author of P.S. from Paris and The Last of the Stanfields. In Massachusetts, neuroscience students Luke, Josh,
and Hope have formed an unbreakable and unconditional friendship. Bound by their wit, brilliance, and curiosity, they throw
themselves heart and soul into their research and are on the verge of a revolution, pushing the limits of what's possible. Their new
computer program can capture a person's entire consciousness, memory, and personality--a digital map of the brain's connections
that promises to bridge the relationship between human and machine, between the past and the future. When Hope is diagnosed
with a fatal and aggressive illness, their work takes on a new significance and urgency. Everything that defines who Hope is, and
everything Luke and Josh love about her, will not be lost. Memory by memory, they're going to make sure of it. Hope is a
heartwarming story about the boundaries of love, life, and death--and what will endure with us forever.
When they accidentally swap smartphones at an airport, Madeline Green and Jonathan Lempereur are total strangers. By the time
they realize what's happened, they're on opposite sides of the Atlantic, and have begun to learn rather more about each other.
Mild curiosity turns to obsession as their mobiles reveal secrets from their past lives: Jonathan was once a world-famous chef
whose glittering career collapsed overnight; Madeline abandoned her police career in the wake of a harrowing case, to become a
Parisian florist.
Curious minds are rewarded with curious answers in a fantastical bedtime book by Mac Barnett and Isabelle Arsenault. Why is the
ocean blue? What is the rain? What happened to the dinosaurs? It might be time for bed, but one child is too full of questions
about the world to go to sleep just yet. Little ones and their parents will be charmed and delighted as a patient father offers up
increasingly creative responses to his child’s nighttime wonderings. Any child who has ever asked “Why?” — and any parent who
has attempted an explanation — will recognize themselves in this sweet storybook for dreamers who are looking for answers
beyond “Just because.”
They knew their friendship was going to be complicated, but love--and the City of Lights--just might find a way. On the big screen,
Mia plays a woman in love. But in real life, she's an actress in need of a break from her real-life philandering husband--the
megastar who plays her romantic interest in the movies. So she heads across the English Channel to hide in Paris behind a new
haircut, fake eyeglasses, and a waitressing job at her best friend's restaurant. Paul is an American author hoping to recapture the
fame of his first novel. When his best friend surreptitiously sets him up with Mia through a dating website, Paul and Mia's
relationship status is "complicated." Even though everything about Paris seems to be nudging them together, the two lonely expats resist, concocting increasingly far-fetched strategies to stay "just friends." A feat easier said than done, as fate has other
plans in store. Is true love waiting for them in a postscript? From Marc Levy, the most-read French author alive today, comes a
modern-day love story between a famous actress hiding in Paris and a bestselling writer lying to himself.
Ruth Kabbah is okay with being an outcast. Between her autism, her comic book nerdery, and the whiff of scandal her small town
can’t forget, Ruth will always be Ravenswood’s black sheep. Since she prefers silence and solitude to gossip and pub crawls,
that suits her just fine—until Evan Miller comes to town. Ex-military man Evan is gorgeous, confident… and he’s Ruth’s new
neighbour. Unlike everyone else, he doesn’t seem to mind her crotchety ways or her cooking disasters. In fact, if Ruth didn’t
know any better, she might think Evan likes her. But Ruth’s been burned before, and some lessons are hard to forget. She can’t
let her guard down—no matter how many home-cooked meals Evan brings over. Because affection is temporary, trust is made to
be broken, and the heat of desire is a dangerous thing to play with. So why does this man feel so safe? The Ravenswood Series
#1: A Girl Like Her #1.5: Damaged Goods #2: Untouchable #3: That Kind of Guy
An extraordinary story of love and vengeance in the international art world... A fast-paced and gripping tale... An extraordinary
story of love and vengeance in the international art world... A fast-paced and gripping tale... Jonathan and Anna are in the final
stages of planning their Bostonian high-society wedding, when Peter, an auctioneer for Christie's and Jonathan's best friend, calls
with news that will change all of their lives. He has just been informed that a small London art gallery has come in to possession of
five canvases by the 19th century artist, Vladimir Radskin. Jonathan, the world's foremost expert on Radskin, immediately
understands the significance of the information. If the gallery indeed has five paintings, then the collection could very well include
Radskin's final canvas - a painting that has become legendary ever since it went missing in mysterious circumstances before its
public unveiling in 1868. For Jonathan, who has spent the last twenty years of his career searching for this painting, its discovery
and authentication would finally establish the under-appreciated Radskin as a true master. For Peter, whose recent auctions have
come under fire from the critics, an ensuing high-profile sale would represent an opportunity to salvage his career. When Jonathan
meets Clara, the owner of the London gallery, he is overwhelmed by a dizzying sense of déjà-vu. But in the desperate rush to
authenticate the fifth painting, he simply puts this strange feeling down to their shared passion for the late Russian painter. He and
Clara are both convinced that this breath-taking painting is Radskin's mythical last work, but they need proof: for The Young Girl in
the Red Dress is unsigned. Their quest takes them from a gallery in Piccadilly to a paint workshop in Florence, from a laboratory in
the Louvre to a mysterious manor in the English countryside. The more Jonathan and Clara uncover about Radskin's last painting,
the more they discover about themselves: three very different lives, three inextricably intertwined destinies, caught in a race
against time. "His writing flows, it is elegant and fast paced... In Another Life is Romeo and Juliet, set in today's modern world . It's
dense, beautiful, and just as tragic.' - Paris Match "His stories make us dream, his writing fills us with emotion.' - Elle
I have heard of a land Where the imagination has no fences Where what is dreamed one night Is accomplished the next
day/FONT In the late 1880s, signs went up all around America - land was free in the Oklahoma territory. And it was free to
everyone: Whites, Blacks, men and women alike. All one needed to stake a claim was hope and courage, strength and
perseverance. Thousands of pioneers, many of them African-Americans newly freed from slavery, headed west to carve out a new
life in the Oklahoma soil. Drawing upon her own family history, National Book Award winner Joyce Carol Thomas has crafted an
unforgettable anthem to these brave and determned people from America's past. Richly illustrated by Coretta Scott King Award
honoree Floyd Cooper, I Have Heard of a Land is a glorious tribute to the Afrian-American pioneer spirit. 00-01 Sequoyah
Children's Book Award Masterlist
A glamorous prep school girl goes missing after a love affair with a teacher in this "immensely satisfying" thriller from France's #1
bestselling novelist (Harlan Coben). Twenty-five years ago, on a campus paralyzed by a snowstorm, beautiful 19-year-old Vinca
Rockwell ran away with her philosophy teacher after they began a secret affair. For Vinca, "love is everything or nothing." She is
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never seen again. The once inseparable Manon, Thomas and Maxime -- Vinca's best friends -- have not spoken since graduation.
Twenty-five years earlier, under terrible circumstances, the three of them committed a murder and buried the body in the
gymnasium wall, the same wall that is about to be demolished to make way for an ultramodern new building. Now, the three
friends are about to meet again at their reunion. Will decades of lies unravel to reveal what really happened on that deadly winter
night? Taut, suspenseful, and addictive, The Reunion will grip you until its haunting final page.

“The legend goes that when you are in your mother’s womb, you know all about the mystery of creation, the origins of
the world until the end of time. When you are born, a messenger flies over your cradle and puts a finger on your lips so
that the secret of life will never escape. The finger erases your memory forever and leaves a mark, which all of us have
above our upper lip. All of us, except me. The day I was born, the messenger forgot to come and see me, and I
remember everything.”From the top of Ethiopian plateaus to the frozen lakes of the Northern Ural, Marc Levy’s latest
novel concludes the breathtaking epic started with The First Day. Love is the ultimate adventure, but it can be dangerous.
A story of friendship, love and the special place that books have in our lives from the number-one bestselling author.
Who made this book? (We all did!) Author-Artist (Illustrator) Editor Publisher Designer Copyeditor-Proofreader Production
Director Color Separator Printer Publicity and Promotion Director Salesperson
Newly translated for this edition. A young Frenchman, Joseph Timar, travels to Gabon carrying a letter of introduction
from an influential uncle. He wants work experience; he wants to see the world. But in the oppressive heat and glare of
the equator, Timar doesn’t know what to do with himself, and no one seems inclined to help except Adèle, the hotel
owner’s wife, who takes him to bed one day and rebuffs him the next, leaving him sick with desire. But then, in the
course of a single night, Adèle’s husband dies and a black servant is shot, and Timar is sure that Adèle is involved. He’ll
cover for the crime if she’ll do what he wants. The fix is in. But Timar can’t even begin to imagine how deep. In Tropic
Moon, Simenon, the master of the psychological novel, offers an incomparable picture of degeneracy and corruption in a
colonial outpost.
Night Film is a breathtakingly suspenseful literary thriller that makes you question how you decide what is real and what
isn't from the critically acclaimed author of Special Topics in Calamity Physics On a damp October night the body of
beautiful Ashley Cordova is discovered in a Manhattan warehouse. Though her death is ruled a suicide, investigative
journalist Scott McGrath suspects otherwise. The last time McGrath got too close to the Cordova dynasty, he lost his
marriage and his career. This time he could lose his mind.
If you could go back in time what would you do differently? What mistakes would you correct? For Eliott there is no doubt
in his mind. To all appearances, his life has been a success. At sixty, he is an esteemed surgeon with a daughter he
adores. The only thing missing is Ilena - a beautiful, generous-hearted girl who died thirty years ago. But then he is given
an extraordinary opportunity to revisit his past: to go back to San Francisco when the seventies were in full swing and
find the passionate young doctor who has yet to lose the love of his life . . . What ensues is a story full of intelligence,
hope and humour about making the right and wrong choices and trying to deserve what we most desire.
This guide is a wonderful addition to Conway's best-selling pocket book series that examines this famous ship from a
refreshingly different angle. Launched in May 1911, the triple-screw steamer Titanic was the pride of the White Star Line
and at that time the largest passenger ship in the world. Built to carry passengers in comfort and luxury on the lucrative
transatlantic route, her design, fittings and on board facilites epitomised the spirit of the age in terms of elegance and
style. Titanic: A Passenger's Guide is a unique guide to all aspects of the ship, incorporating authentic period literature –
from sources including White Star Line themselves, Harland & Wolff shipyards, and important publications from the time.
A sequel to Fountain Pens Vintage and Modern, this work provides information on pens. It includes 150 colour
photographs of 2,000 vintage and modern pens. It includes chapters on the USA, the UK, Germany, France, Italy, The
Netherlands and Japan, and provides information on the histories and models of the major and minor manufacturers.
'A fictional tour de force which combines erudition with mystery' PD James Set in Oxford in the 1660s - a time and place of great
intellectual, religious, scientific and political ferment - this remarkable novel centres around a young woman, Sarah Blundy, who
stands accused of the murder of Robert Grove, a fellow of New College. Four witnesses describe the events surrounding his
death: Marco da Cola, a Venetian Catholic intent on claiming credit for the invention of blood transfusion;Jack Prescott, the son of
a supposed traitor to the Royalist cause, determined to vindicate his father; John Wallis, chief cryptographer to both Cromwell and
Charles II, a mathematician, theologian and master spy; and Anthony Wood, the famous Oxford antiquary. Each one tells their
version of what happened but only one reveals the extraordinary truth. Brilliantly written, utterly convincing, gripping from the first
page to the last, An Instance of the Fingerpost is a magnificent tour de force. 'Anyone who reads this will want to tell their friends
about it... This is a novel that combines the simple pleasures of Agatha Christie with the intellectual subtlety of Umberto Eco, don't
let it pass by unread.' The Times
By the author of The Handmaid's Tale Now a major NETFLIX series Sometimes I whisper it over to myself: Murderess. Murderess.
It rustles, like a taffeta skirt along the floor.' Grace Marks. Female fiend? Femme fatale? Or weak and unwilling victim? Around the
true story of one of the most enigmatic and notorious women of the 1840s, Margaret Atwood has created an extraordinarily potent
tale of sexuality, cruelty and mystery. 'Brilliant... Atwood's prose is searching. So intimate it seems to be written on the skin' Hilary
Mantel 'The outstanding novelist of our age' Sunday Times 'A sensuous, perplexing book, at once sinister and dignified, grubby
and gorgeous, panoramic yet specific...I don't think I have ever been so thrilled' Julie Myerson, Independent on Sunday
A man with a mysterious past must find a missing teenage girl in this shocking thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Run Away. Thirty years ago, Wilde was found as a boy living feral in the woods, with no memory of his past. Now an
adult, he still doesn't know where he comes from, and another child has gone missing. No one seems to take Naomi Pine's
disappearance seriously, not even her father—with one exception. Hester Crimstein, a television criminal attorney, knows through
her grandson that Naomi was relentlessly bullied at school. Hester asks Wilde—with whom she shares a tragic connection—to use
his unique skills to help find Naomi. Wilde can't ignore an outcast in trouble, but in order to find Naomi he must venture back into
the community where he has never fit in, a place where the powerful are protected even when they harbor secrets that could
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destroy the lives of millions . . . secrets that Wilde must uncover before it's too late.
A young private investigator finds out the price of keeping deadly secrets when a vicious killer sets his sights on her in this pulsepounding thriller from the USA TODAY and New York Times bestselling author of the Tracers series. Private investigator Kira
Vance spends her days navigating the intricate labyrinth of Houston’s legal world, and she knows all of its shadowy players and
dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she’s delivering a report to her top client when suddenly everything goes sideways and
the meeting ends in a bloodbath. Twenty-four hours later, the police have no suspects but one thing is clear: a killer has Kira in his
sights. Fiercely independent, Kira doesn’t expect—or want—help from anyone, least of all an unscrupulous lawyer and his elite
security team. Instead, she launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as
Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer.
And she knows she must take help wherever she can find it if she wants to stay alive… Written with Laura Griffin’s signature
“gritty, imaginative, sexy” (Cindy Gerard, New York Times bestselling author) style, Her Deadly Secrets is an electrifying and
scintillating novel that packs a powerful punch.
The screenplays of Kieslowski's trilogy of films based on the French tricolor and its motto, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, which
he made at a time when his homeland, Poland, was shaking off the chains of Soviet domination.
'THE FRENCH SUSPENSE KING' New York Times 'It's no wonder that Musso is one of France's most loved, bestselling authors'
Harlan Coben In 1999, after publishing three cult novels, celebrated author Nathan Fawles announces the end of his writing career
and withdraws to Beaumont, a wild and beautiful island off the Mediterranean coast. Autumn 2018. As Fawles' novels continue to
captivate readers, Mathilde Monney, a young Swiss journalist, arrives on the island, determined to unlock the writer's secrets and
secure his first interview in twenty years. That same day, a woman's body is discovered on the beach and the island is cordoned
off by the authorities. And so, begins a dangerous face off between Mathilde and Nathan, in which the line between truth and
fiction becomes increasingly blurred... Praise for Guillaume Musso and The Reunion 'Extraordinary' Sunday Times 'Breathtakingly
good. Do not miss it' Daily Mail 'One of the great thriller writers of our age' Daily Express 'Stylish and streamlined, nostalgic... More
please' The Times 'Hugely enjoyable and beautifully staged, with an audacious authorial coup at the death that is simply
breathtaking' Irish Times 'The French call it a coup de foudre: a strike of lightning. That's how The Reunion zapped me, electrified
me. For almost a decade, Guillaume Musso has reigned supreme as France's most popular author, and with this he's instantly
poised to join the ranks of Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo' A.J. Finn, author of The Woman in the Window
Can a squirrel ever get what a squirrel wants most? The squirrel loves a particular tree (“MY tree”) and is happiest sitting in its
shade eating pinecones (“MY pinecones”). But then the squirrel starts worrying. What if someone else wants to claim this tree, to
call it THEIRs? So, the squirrel builds a massive wall around the tree. One that no one can get over. Perfect! Only, now the
squirrel can’t see what’s beyond the wall. There may be a better tree out there, full of pinecones. Maybe even a whole forest of
better trees … Believe every squirrel ever: the never-ending quest for MINE is sure to drive you nuts!
#1 French Bestselling author of The Reunion 'It's no wonder that Guillaume Musso is one of France's most loved, bestselling
authors' Harlan Coben Sometimes, a second chance can come out of nowhere ... Parisian cop Martin Beaumont has never really
got over his first love, Gabrielle. Their brief, intense affair in San Francisco and the pain of her rejection still haunt him years later.
Now, however, he's a successful detective - and tonight he's going to arrest the legendary art thief, Archibald Maclean, when he
raids the Musee d'Orsay for a priceless Van Gogh. But the enigmatic Archibald has other plans. Martin's pursuit of the master
criminal across Paris is the first step in an adventure that will take him back to San Francisco, and to the edge of love and life
itself.

From the #1 international bestselling author: a woman wakes up on a Central Park bench with no memory of how she got
there in this “unpredictable and moving psychological thriller that keeps you holding your breath” (Métro) Alice, a fierce
and respected Parisian cop, wakes up on a Central Park bench with no memory of the night before, handcuffed to a
complete stranger—a musician named Gabriel. Disoriented, dazed, and with someone else’s blood on her shirt, Alice
works furiously to reconnect the dots. She remembers clubbing with her friends the night before on the Champs-Élysées.
Gabriel claims he was playing a gig in Dublin. Was she drugged? Kidnapped? Why is the gun in her jacket pocket
missing a bullet? And whose blood is on her clothes? Over the next twenty-four hours, Alice and Gabriel race across
New York in search of answers, stumbling upon a startling set of clues that point to a terrible adversary from the past.
Alice must finally confront her memories of hunting the serial killer who took everything from her—a man she thought was
dead, until now. From France's #1 bestselling author, Central Park is a taut and suspenseful thriller that will keep readers
riveted until its final shocking twist.
A marriage turns uber sexual when a husband starts indulging his wife's secret fantasies.
This brand new title in the popular ABC series offers an up-to-date introduction on improving patient safety in primary and
secondary care. The ABC of Patient Safety covers an area of increasing importance in healthcare and provides a clear
description of the underlying principles that influence practice. Patient safety is now an integral part of the training for all
Foundation doctors and is rapidly becoming a component of many undergraduate and postgraduate exams, including the
nMRCGP. This book is an ideal companion for this training. A wide variety of clinical staff and managers in primary and
secondary care will find this book an essential text, offering an ideal theoretical and practical aid to patient safety. GPs
and practice managers will find this book of particular interest, as well as medical and nursing students.
Each of King Neptune’s 50 mermaid daughters boasts a special talent, except for little Minnow, who seems to be good
only at asking questions. When she finds a strange object, Minnow follows her questions to a wondrous place and finds
answers, including the answer to the most important question of all: Who am I? A gorgeously illustrated story about
finding one’s purpose.
____________________________ From the #1 bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix series THE STRANGER
You think you know the truth. The truth is you know nothing. The international #1 bestselling author of Tell No One and
Six Years is back another impossible-to-put-down thriller, now a Sunday Times top 10 bestseller and soon to be a film
starring Julia Roberts. If your husband was murdered And you were a witness How do you explain it when he appears on
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your nanny cam, back from the dead? You thought you trusted him. Now you can't even trust yourself. Dark secrets and
a terrifying hunt for the truth lie at the heart of this gripping thriller by 'master of the double twist' Harlan Coben.
'You'll get used to things, you'll see. But you have to watch very carefully what you say and what you do.' Adil Bey is an
outsider. Newly arrived as Turkish consul at a run-down Soviet port on the Black Sea, he receives only suspicion and
hostility from the locals. His one intimacy is a growing, wary relationship with his Russian secretary Sonia, who he
watches silently in her room opposite his apartment. But this is Stalin's world before the war, and nothing is as it seems.
Georges Simenon's most starkly political work, The People Opposite is a tour de force of slow-burn tension. 'Irresistible...
read him at your peril, avoid him at your loss' Sunday Times
"An Encounter with Death" : The anthology of compilation of poems of Bhawani Shankar Nial on death consciousness is
first poetry collection in English. His book have been translated into many international languages like Italian, Serbian,
Russian, Chinese, Francis, Polish, Albanian, Arabic, Spanish, Philippines & Vietnamese.
The story of the actor who portrayed Mark Cohen in "Rent" covers such topics as his Broadway successes, his grief at
the death of the production's creator, and his struggles with his mother's life-threatening illness.
Where Would I Be Without You?
An unexpected love story from Marc Levy, international bestselling author of The Last of the Stanfields, and the most widely read French
author in the world. It's been five years since fate upended resilient Chloe Bronstein's world. While she may be living with her father, and her
acting career has taken a decidedly unexpected turn, she's alive. And she's intrigued by Sanji, the charming new elevator operator in her
quaint Manhattan apartment building. There's just something about the Mumbai-born, Oxford-educated, thoroughly modern elevator man that
doesn't quite add up. Sanji is dazzled by Chloe. They have so much in common: Both defiant. Both independent. Both determined to live by
their own rules. But there's one thing about Sanji that Chloe doesn't know. Yet. However hesitant Chloe and Sanji's burgeoning romance
is--complicated by family, friends, neighbors, and the past--it also awakens them to life's limitless possibilities.
Sometimes second chances are the most dangerous of all. FROM THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF OUR HOUSE 'A
master of her craft' Rosamund Lupton ___________________ Olivia has never quite forgiven her mother for ending her teenage love affair
with Richie, even now she's settled with a husband and two sons of her own. So when her mother dies and leaves Olivia a message urging
her to find Richie, Olivia's world is turned upside down. Could this be her chance to create the family she should have had all along? And
where does that leave the one she's already got? ___________________ PRAISE FOR LOUISE CANDLISH 'Reminds me of Joanna
Trollope at her best' Jojo Moyes 'A novel that redefines the term "unputdownable"' Heat 'Heart-breaking and heart-warming . . . we couldn't
read it fast enough' Cosmopolitan
'No wonder she's been crowned Queen of Cosy Crime' Mail on Sunday Toil and trouble in store for Agatha! Cotswolds inhabitants are used
to bad weather, but the night sky is especially foggy as Rory and Molly Harris, the new vicar and his wife, drive slowly home from a dinner
party in their village of Sumpton Harcourt. They struggle to see the road ahead - but then screech to a halt. Right in front of them, aglow in the
headlights of their car, a body hangs from a lightning-blasted tree at the edge of town. But it's not suicide; Margaret Darby, an elderly spinster
of the parish, has been murdered - and the villagers are bewildered as to who would commit such a crime, and why. Agatha Raisin rises to
the occasion, delighted to have some excitement back in her life as if truth be told, she was getting bored of the long run of lost cats and
divorces on the books. But Sumpton Harcourt is an isolated and unfriendly village, she finds a place that poses more questions than answers.
And when two more murders follow the first, Agatha begins to fear for her reputation - and her life. That the village has its own coven of
witches certainly doesn't make her feel any better... Praise for M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin series 'A Beaton novel is like The Archers on
speed' Daily Mail 'Agatha is like Miss Marple with a drinking problem, a pack-a-day habit and major man lust. In fact, I think she could be
living my dream life' Entertainment Weekly 'The detective novels of M C Beaton, a master of outrageous black comedy, have reached cult
status' The Times
The new quilt is finished, and what a quilt it is! Here is a square from the proud owner's baby pajamas, and one from the shirt she wore on
her second birthday. There is even a square of the same material from which her mother made her stuffed dog Sally. How can she possibly
sleep when there is so much to look at, and remember, and dream about . . . ?
Leblanc's creation, gentleman thief Arsène Lupin, is everything you would expect from a French aristocrat - witty, charming, brilliant, sly ...
and possibly the greatest thief in the world.
'A touching exploration of passion untested by domesticity' Mail on Sunday Before Isabelle I knew nothing of sex. Before Isabelle I knew
nothing of freedom. Before Isabelle I knew nothing of life. Paris in the early Seventies. Sam, an American student, meets a woman in a
bookshop. Isabelle is enigmatic, beautiful, older and, unlike Sam, experienced in love's many contradictions. Sam is instantly smitten - but
wary of the wedding ring on her finger. What begins as a regular arrangement in Isabelle’s tiny Parisian apartment transforms into a true
affair of the heart, and one which lasts for decades to come. Isabelle in the Afternoon is a novel that questions what we seek, what we find,
what we settle for - and shows how love, when not lived day in, day out, can become the passion of a lifetime. Praise for Douglas Kennedy
‘The absolute master of love stories with heart-stopping twists’ THE TIMES ‘Kennedy is skilled at zigzag plotting, blending domestic twists
with turns created by global affairs’ OBSERVER
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